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In her neighborhood, people usually whispered that
sometimes, she used to go outside but more often, in the
afternoon. When they saw her, she was always wearing a red dress.
Apparently, she is beautiful and likes wearing jewelry. However,
when she went out, she never ate outside and she loved going to
Starbucks to keep watching people.
What the people did not know is that Killeria did not really
like watching all people; actually, she enjoyed reading people’s
brain. Why? Here is the big secret…. However, the history which
follows should help us to find out what happened. In the summer
of 2013, in just five days, three young guys were missing in the
community. Their parents had been looking for them everywhere,
but they never found them.
Everyone was worried and afraid because it was the first time
that this event happened in the community. Nevertheless, only
Killeria seemed quiet. She had been doing her chores as
usual…according to her behavior; the neighbors began to suspect
her as a kidnapper. Suddenly, a group of the community member
decided to report that to the police department and asked for an
investigation about this woman. As result, the police did not reveal
anything wrong, so the neighbors decided to act by themselves.
On the evening of a Friday thirteenth, they took Killeria by force in
the national park and came with her to her house. Despite all the
threats of the neighbors, she never said anything and still stayed
quiet. The discovery that they made in the house was unbelievable:
snakes, vultures, human skeleton, a human skull and a big axe
covered of fresh blood…. It was horrible!
The witnesses’ neighbors were horrified and afraid; when they
tried to call the police, they could not because Killeria had a power
which gives her the ability to control the mind of people
automatically when they enter her house! However, in contrast to
the policemen, she gave to the neighbors the possibility to see the
truth but they could not do anything against that. They were
literally hypnotized and probably could never leave the house.
Killeria was excited about what happened and before she made her
final point, she decided to share her true life with her guests. In
fact, she was not human but an extraterrestrial. She is a
brabloodphage which means she only eats human hearts and
brains. As juice, she drinks fresh human blood!
However, she is really picky in the choice of her food;
according to her, she only eats people with beautiful brains which
mean young smart people without any brain twist; this is her
secret… thus, 99% of her neighbors were spared for this reason.

Memorial
Yaye Hamidou Badjo
RW33

First Place

This is dedicated for any person who lost someone who was
close to him. I mean by close, your relatives or best friends. I am
going to share with you the history of one of my uncles who
passed away. I was so close to him. Not to abuse, but I can tell you
that I was closer to him than his own children.
My uncle was a tall person; he had dark skin with dark short hair.
Also, he wore glasses when he read. He liked the environment
because my uncle was an engineer in environment. On Saturdays,
he went to the garden. I sometimes went with him. One of his
characteristics was, he liked joking people without making
differences, if you were his nephew or not. Also, he had one of his
laughs which alone had the secret. Thus, all his co-workers admired
him. He did not joke with working. When I had some
disagreements with my parents, I referred to him to find a solution.
With him, Impossible did not exist; he just made some changes in
your choices. Also, I remember one of his sayings: be patient and
don’t give up. I cannot release that he passed away. I want to tell
him that I am on the way to make my dreams true, but I do not
know how to do so. All in all, being separated from someone
forever, particularly one who you like a lot, is very difficult. And
also you must pray for them so that they have peace and tranquility
in the nearness of God. I hope that your soul rests in peace, uncle.
Amen

Killeria in Gainesville
Jisette Letelier
RW52

Second Place

It was a time in Gainesville, a woman called Killeria used to
live at SW 16th Avenue. This woman was very weird. She never
spoke to her neighbors and always kept her doors and windows
closed. Moreover, she never cleaned her yard; therefore, a lot of
weeds grew up and some rare ugly black birds had been living there
for a while.
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Nevertheless, they lost their minds forever forgot all about this
adventure; even the other neighbors who did not go in her house
could not remember what happened. One year ago, she moved to
another city; however, what she doesn’t know is somewhere in the
SW 16th Avenue, one of her neighbor never forgets this event
because he was strong enough to fight against Killeria’s power but
too young for attacking her. At this time, he was only thirteen years
old.
Currently, this incognito guy is working on his plan of revenge
for his community.
To be continued…

Bali, I spent the most of time with my wife there. We stayed a nice
villa near the beach. In addition, we hired a private driver for
transportation, and he did an excellent job. For example, he took
us to beautiful forests, waterfalls, and a strawberry farm. Also, we
could enjoy our beautiful time because there were many excellent
restaurants and coffee shops. We liked Bali so much because it had
a good nature view. We almost stayed for a week. After all of it, we
came back to Jakarta, and we went shopping at the mall.
Furthermore, we enjoyed at Dunia Fantasi, and it was a wonderful
place. I hope to visit it again, so I absolutely recommend to my
friends and other people to go there..

Online Classes and Traditional Classes

My Father

Azzam Alfrhood
RW40

Abeer Alsulami
RW33

A class is a place to start your dream. Many people like to take
classes with the best teacher, but sometimes they cannot do that
because some classes are small, or they don’t have time to take
them. In some schools, people can take online classes . Although
both types of classes are popular now, there are many differences
and similarities between them.
First of all, both online classes and traditional classes are good
ways to study for a degree. Some people work full time, and they
take online classes because they need a higher degree for their jobs.
For this purpose, people can achieve a higher degree in both ways
and the effect is the same.
While online classes and traditional classes share certain
similarities, they are very different in the time that a student needs
to spend in going to classes. Some online classes can start any time
during the day, but traditional classes must follow a schedule, and it
has to start at a specific time. Traditional classes require a meeting
place and supporting facilities, but online classes only require WIFI
and PC, and thus are more convenient.
In conclusion , there are several significant similarities and
differences between online classes and traditional classes. Both of
them are good to learn a new subject. Now, you can study at any
time and any place because you have many choices for your
classes.

Two years ago, my life was perfect. I had a lot of graces I did
not know about it until they were gone. I am the 7th child between
12 children, yes 12 children. My life was amazing, and what made
my life great, what made it that good was my father. He gave us
love and kindness and blessings. I was his love, he always tried to
make me happy. And he gave me a lot of gifts, not because it was
my birthday or a holiday, but just because he loved me.
One day I woke up and I found 11 missed calls from my
brothers. I knew some thing bad happened. I called my oldest
brother and asked him "What happened?" He told me my father
was in a hospital and he was very sick. When I arrived to the
hospital I found my father, my love, my soul, in the Intensive Care
Unit. He looked very sick. His doctor came and told us: "Your
father has had a lung fibrosis for 5 years. Now his lung almost does
not work, there is only 35% of it left . He will use Oxygen cylinders
in the rest of his life." I do not know how can I explain my feelings
at that moment. I wished I was dreaming, but unfortunately I was
not. My father did not tell us because he did not want us to worry
about him. I was shocked, I did not believe he could not breathe,
and that a lot of talk would make the Oxygen go down.
He did not live long after that. When they told me he died, I
was like crazy, I did not want to believe them. I went to him to see
him one last time. I promised him to not forget him for all my life,
and I will not. Now I would give everything I have to get him back,
but it will not happen.
I do not care if I win or not, because I would say to every one
if your father still lives, do as much as you can to make him happy
with you, because you will not know a true value for him until he
passes away

The Best Vacation
Abdulaziz Bn Juwed
RW20
I had the best vacation in Indonesia two years ago. First, I
arrived in Jakarta the capital city of Indonesia and went to a hotel
to rest because I had a flight to Bali next day. When I arrived in
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use these programs to be up date with the world. Also, from social
media you can make friendships through the social media by
sharing your pictures or some of your information or whatever you
want, so you can have many friends from different countries and
cultures. Finally, social media has many benefits, but you just need
to know how you can use it in the right route.

The Main Reasons Of Most Accident
Adel Alluhayb
RW33
There is no doubt about the accident has grown each year.
How many people of our close friends did we lose? Every year we
hear scary numbers of how many people died in previous years in
trouble accidents, and chiefly thing which is every body does not
like hear about it. The first reason, which plays a significant role, is
texting while driving. This means using the smartphones while
driving, and not focusing in the street in front of you. With that
you will be out of controlling your car. After that, unconsciously
your car is going to deviate from the road, then sadness accident as
a result for that wrong thing you did. The second reason is not
having adequate sleeping. It is so dangerous for your self and other
people around you. If you feel sleepy or you cannot continue being
woken, you can take some rest. Do not try struggling or keep
driving when you feel drowsy. The third reason is driving in a
drunk case. Avoid that whatever. If you want to drink, you have to
throw your keys to somewhere. In the end, the driving is not an
easy thing as some people think. It is risky and you may pay your
life as worth for your recklessness.

Untitled
Badreyah AlQallaf
RW33
Did you ever have one of those days when you had to choose
between to things that you want so badly? I think my most difficult
choice I ever made is choosing between the job of my life, which
was taking a job in oil company hospital back in Kuwait, the
advantage for that job where very tempting offer, especially with
high benefits, such as high monthly salary, a good health insurance,
and other great benefits. The other choice was to take to accept the
scholarship to go to study abroad, and that doesn't happen every
day! Mainly it would mean I’d get to have a big opportunity to
continue my education for free. However, I made up my mind, and
choose to go for the scholarship option, it was the right decision to
make that is because of two reasons. First of all, I will get a better
education in my field; as a result I can achieve more great stuff. For
example, I will be able to help patients more than before, because I
will get more experience in my major, which is human nutrition. In
addition, I will get more opportunity for better job, as we know a
good certificate can play important role when you apply for a job.
In the end, choosing to study abroad was right, and I am very
pleased about making that decision.

My favorite room
Asim Attar
RW10
My favorite room is a living room. There is a sofa and TV. I
like to watch TV in living room and eat lunch. I like it because I
have fun. I like my living room a lot.

Causes of Diabetes Type Two
Badreyah ALQallaf
RW33

Social Media

Type two diabetes are a wide spread chronic disease these
days. There are many common factors that can cause this type of
diabetes. First, genetic factors play important role to trigger the
activation of that disease. For example, for people who have
diabetic history in the family, it will be easy to trigger that loaded
gun, by eating unhealthy food, or having a bad lifestyle. Another
factor is being physically inactive, as transportation has been easier
and easier, people have been relying more on cars, motorcycles,
and even elevator, so the activity level is decreasing over time. By
doing exercise regularly, it will enhance the sugar level in the blood
to be normal, and will reduce fat percentage in the body. Finally,
diet disorders are one of the factors that causes diabetes,
consuming large amounts of carbs, especially simple sugar that
found mostly in soda, and sweets, will be associated with

Asrar Alfeneikh
RW33
Social media is more popular today than ever and everyone
now uses it from all ages. Social media has many beneficial effects.
The biggest benefit is learning about the other culture and how
they live. As a result, it is easy to know about what happens on the
other side of the world. For instance, some cultures are more
liberal than other cultures. In addition, social media makes the
transfer of information fast, and all that you need is to be
connected with the Internet. There are some websites or
applications such as: Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. You can
3

overweight and high blood sugar level and that could be directly
related to one of the reasons of diabetes. In conclusion, factors
causing diabetes type two disease are common these days, so
people should be careful and avoid those factors to prevent
diabetes.

Venezuela that Bolivians do not use it, I met more of his family,
some secrets of his personal life, I met the real Daniel, together
with him and Atenas made a much stronger connection. We are
very different but at the same time we are equals. I must say that he
become as a brother that I do not have. He always listen my crazy
things, my nonsense also he is there to scold me for the stupid
things I do. I know I can trust him in every way. But, sometimes he
forced me to go with him to Winn Dixie because he does not like
to go alone, and also because he knows that makes me laugh when
he has to buy something that he does know about it.
Finally, together we are a family, the family that we need when
we feel lonely, we give advice to each other, and we try to always
get together. Although we will separate from eight months together
I know that will always be my friends, and when I need them they
will be there for me. Even though we are separated by a distance
our friendship will be united by the same feeling. And I have to
thank my parents for giving me the opportunity to fly and find
friends, also I have to thank ELI to be my second home, here I
met many people that I will never forget. Remember, you do not
need too many friends just you need to have the best.

Untitled
Carolina Barroso
RW 53
A wise man once said ¨you do not need a lot of Friends, you
just need the best friends, those friends with whom you can share
everything and be yourself. When I arrive in Gainesville, I was very
sad because I had to leave my friends and I thought that I will not
find friends like them and I have to say that I was right because in
Gainesville I found better friends than my old friends. Obviously, I
cannot compare my old friends with my new friends because they
are very different but I can describe my new friends. First, I have to
say that they are from Venezuela, are incredibly different from
many Venezuelans I know, they are Atenas Calzadilla y Daniel
Landaez are some diamonds that I found my way and that keeps
for life, because friends like them you only can find once in your
life and if you lose you a lifetime regret.
First, before I met Atenas; I saw her walking in the University,
on the bus, and in my apartment complex and casually she lived in
the same place as me. I met her one day before my mom comes
back to my country, when she introduced herself I was impressed
with the confidence that she spoke. We can say that we made a
connection, a very strong connection, and from that moment we
became one. We started training together, walked everywhere
together, we had lunch together, we did almost everything
together, we did not realize how close we had become until I met
her family by face time and she met mine. I was as if we had
known forever, however, we come from different countries; we
have many things in common, our histories are similar. People
from ELI said that we were sister, in the background yes we are
sisters. Our friendship was approved many times and I have to tell
you that any failure each other. We were always sincere and if we
realize something always talk to hear our opinions I know Atenas
better than anyone in Gainesville.
After a few months I met Daniel, how I met him was strange,
because I met him when Atenas and I rented a car for spring break
(if you are reading Daniel I have to say that the first impression you
gave me was funny in a good sense). At first, I did not talk much
with him, but since then grabbed confidence we started to joke not
like now, I have to admit. After that day, we did not speak a lot,
until one day I see him enter in my RW class since that day we
became closer than before. There is not a day that we are not
laughing or joking, he is always in a good mood and ready to have
fun. I learned many things from him, things like using words from

My Best vacation
Ahmed Mutai
My Beat vacation was in Whasington. I went there 9 months
ago. I met my family there, and we had a great time. We visited a
National Mall. We saw the White House. There were many Kinds
of transportations, but we preferred the taxi . The people were
kind. The price for everything was affordable. We visited many
museums and saw the Red Indians . After that, we went to Tyson
Corner, and I bought a new phone and a laptop . Then we ate at
Chinese restaurant. After that, we came back to our hotel and
watched TV . Then we slept. My vacation was interesting , exciting,
and wonderful .

Pesticides: Controversial Support in
Agriculture
Claudia Calorio
RW33
Pesticides are used all over the world, for support the food
production, but there are pernicious effect in our body and
environment. Majority of foods are produced with pesticides, in
general, have dangerous residues, in these products and we eat that.
Those residues behave our nervous system, because that there are
several causes the suicides and depression on farmers. Another
effect is physical, such as birth defects. Researchers identified
residues from several pesticides into the breast milk, in 100% the
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women breastfeeding. These studies were made in Mato Grosso,
Central region in Brazil, by UFMT (Federal University of Mato
Grosso). The third issue, and not less important, were the
contamination the soil and water. The same research demonstrated
pesticides’ residues in the artesian well and in rain water in all
samples collected. The National Agency Sanitary Monitoring
ANVISA (Agencia Nacional de Vigilancia Sanitaria) in Brazil
demonstrated in an annual report which are the vegetables are
contaminated and how many people, too. The National Institute of
Geography and Statistics, IBGE (Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia
e Estatistica) demonstrated growth of consumption in the country,
and today is one the biggest of world. All this affects our lives, as
we eat and as we drink, because of is necessary changes. In
conclusion, measures should be taken by Governments and by
society, all over the world, to reduce, gradually, the pesticide use,
without affecting food production.

places. Many differences exist between Arabic and English like
speaking and writing.
First, Arabic and English have many differences. The first
difference between Arabic and English is speaking. Sounds are one
of many parts of speaking. Some Arabic sounds don't exist in
English and vice versa. For example, in Arabic if we want to say
""" ع بد هللاAbdullah" (common Arabic's name) the first letter of
this name is ""ع, this letter don’t exist in English so they change it
in English to "A". However, "Ahmed" ""أحمد, also (common
Arabic's name) the first letter of this name is  ""أequal in English
"A". This letter is existent in English so they didn’t change it.
Another example, English has two letters "B" and "P". Arabic
only has the letter "B". If we translate words from English to
Arabic include "B" or "P" in that word, both "B" and "P" will be
written as a "B". For example, "Patrick" and "Barack" the two first
letter in those names "P" AND "B" existent in Arabic to "B"
which is  ""بin Arabic. Same as the first example when we
transferred two words include the two letters  ""أand " "عto
English, both of the letters use in English only "A". Arabic has 28
letters and English has 26 letters; however, some sounds of the
letters don't exist from Arabic to English and vice versa. Many
sounds in English are different when we say it because some letters
will disappear. For example, when American English said "water"
the "T" letter will disappear .For another example, in English,
when they say "pleasure", the sound is different when they read it;
in contrast, in Arabic there is no difference between your writing
and reading, so what you say is exactly what you write. Another
example, the words "dear" and "deer" are spelled differently but
sound the same. Unlike Arabic each word has a different spelled
and different sound. The syntax in Arabic differs from the syntax
in English. The syntax in Arabic starts in this order: verb, subject
and object or subject. Compared to Arabic, English is using this
order: subject, verb and object. For example, English speaker said
"Red car" on the contrary Arabic speaker said "Car red". Even if
there are many differences between Arabic and English, there is
some existing in some words between them.
Second, although Arabic and English are completely different
with writing, Arabic and English use many words that have been
taken from different languages like, French, Persian, Turkish and
Latin. Many words in English already have been taken from Arabic
and vice versa. For example, the word "Earth" is originally from
Arabic and it has similar pronunciation. Arabic called this word
" "أرضand it means "earth". Another word in English "Camera"
also has Arabic origins. The original word in Arabic is ""ق مرة. It
means in English "the dark house", Latin translation as the
"camera obscura". "Alhazen Ibn Al-Hyatham" whose invent
camera's idea and he is Arabic scientific he called it that name.
Furthermore, Arabic starts writing from right to left, in contrast
English starts writing from left to right. While Arabic use cursive,
English use printing (manuscript) .Another difference, English
dose use uppercase and lowercase, this is really essential in English

The Differences and Similarities between
Arabic and English in Writing and Speaking
Faisal Alhumaidi
RW45
More than 60 countries around the world speak Arabic and
English. There are many similarities and differences between
Arabic and English. I speak both languages. In Kuwait we speak
Arabic as a first language; however, English is used as a second
language. In Kuwait we start to learn English in first grade in
elementary school when we are 6 years old. Some schools start to
teach English from Kindergarten. In addition, we use English in
Kuwait in every government circle or any official paper. Also, we
use English in tourist places. So that clearly shows how Kuwait
uses English as a second language. I believe in order to speak
English well; we need to begin from kindergarten. For short
example, my nephew starts study English from kindergarten, now
she speaks English fluently at middle school. I think to learn a
second language from kindergarten will help students to
understand and grow up with two languages. I started to learn
English when I was in middle school and I didn't feel I was
learning until I started from high school. When I was studying at
university I just studied English like one subject; however, we
didn’t use English in any other subjects. That made studying
English difficult for me. In 2009 I started to study English so I
traveled to the United Kingdom for 3 months. I learned many
things and my speaking became better than before. In 2010 I
traveled to the United States to study English. Also I learned more
than I learned when I was in the United Kingdom. I did that
because I wanted to continue my study. People in Kuwait don’t use
English to converse with each other, but they use it in specific
5

with names, countries and the first word in a sentence, etc. for
example: Melina, Kuwait. On the contrary, Arabic doesn't use the
upper or lower cases, because all the words are the same height and
the same font. Last thing to compare is punctuation, Arabic does
use a points to differentiate between the letters. Sometimes the
point is above the letter, and sometimes the point is below the
letter. For example, this two Arabic letters  " "ق ـand " " ف ـthey
look similar but the points above each of them make that different,
" " ف ـequal in English "F", and  " "قequal in English "Q". On the
contrary English doesn't use this point with letters.
In conclusion, Arabic and English have many differences and
I focused only on speaking and writing. Clearly we can remember
many letters in English but there are many way to say it. That
means, the way that the word is written can be different from the
way the word is pronounced. However, in Arabic the word that
you hear is the same what you read or write. Also in the writing
both of them are different from where they start to write, letters
style, space between the letters and some point above or below the
letters. In my opinion, Arabic and English have strong basics, and
to understand the differences we need to go in deep to look at
both of them. I hope this simple highlighted comparison about
differences between Arabic and English, will help you to find this
information useful. I recommend who interested to read more
about the differences between those two languages.

How to Write a Paragraph
Sara Obando
RW 31
When you are going to write a paragraph you should follow
these six steps. First, you need to understand the prompt. Second,
you need to brainstorm your ideas and write them in a blank page.
Third, you must create the topic sentence about your topic. Fourth,
you need to organize the outline. Fifth, you can start writing your
paragraph. Do not forget the indentation before the topic sentence.
Finally, the sixth step is to review your paragraph and proofread it,
find mistakes and correct them. In conclusion, if you follow these
steps you will get an excellent paragraph.

B Protect Dogs in Haiti
Jisette Letelier
RW52
At the beginning of the world, a beautiful creature was
designed; this is the animal, which has two specific groups: human
being and pets. The only one principal trait that differs between
them is that the first one is be able to reason and to be rational
(when he really wants, of course!) whereas the second one cannot.
However, human and pets have to share this planet and to
collaborate as much as possible, for all your life. Nevertheless, if it
is true that most people love pets and like taking care of them,
sometimes the life of pets is threatened by human in some
countries. This is the reality of dogs in Haiti. More than ever, it is
time to devote our actions in this significant case and ensure a
better life for dogs in this country.
First of all, it is important to notice that roughly 99% of
families in Haiti have at least one dog. Mostly, when people have
dog it is not necessary to take care of them at first. Usually, they
have a dog because they want to protect their house or for people
who are living in rural areas, their farm and others livestock
(chicken, sheep, commodities, etc...). This is not the principal
problem because some kind of dogs such as, Pit-bull and
Rottweiler, are trained for that activity. The inconvenience with this
situation is specifically when people neglect to give them all they
need and to control regularly their health. So, the dogs in order to
survive, need to find their food themselves by going in the streets,
open markets and sometimes, other houses in their neighborhood.
This situation represents a significant danger for the dogs; they can
lose their way therefore, their house forever, they can be beaten
and bitten by other dogs and sometimes, they can be poisoned by
other malicious people.

Saudi Arabia
Faisal Alkhulayfi
RW33
In Saudi Arabia they are so happy because they have many
reasons to make them happy and I will tell you two reasons. First
of all, there we have security so you can go where you want any
time. You can’t be afraid from any thing because you have the
police to protect you. Sometimes there some people afraid to go
outside at 3:00 AM to eat or to go to his friends. I don’t know why
they are afraid if you have police. Every time when we think about
that we are grateful to the God. On the other hand, they have work
for any one you can find the job if you want just study hard and
heat your major then you can find the job it is easy to find it. For
example, some people when you ask them about the job he will tell
you that you can’t find any job in Saudi Arabia, but that is not true.
If you look for this man you will find him: he does not study and
he does not search for any job. He just waits for someone to call
him and tell him, “come on I want you to warm with me by this
step.” You will not find any job in any countries in the world. In
the end, they are so happy because that have this reasons.
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Another type of problem that some dogs are facing in Haiti is
that some people just give them up when they do not need them,
do not like them anymore; sometimes people can drop them when
they are angry against something that they did or when they are
sick and need a little bit more money as usual for their treatment.
Because of this, it is possible to find some dogs in the streets every
day. They are living alone without a family. If someone else doesn’t
take them, they can be killed when they try to cross the streets or
when they are really sick.
For all these issues which dogs are confronted to, here is time
to initiate some real and effective actions in this country for
stopping this unbelievable phenomenon. In this process, both
Haitian authorities and simple citizen have important
responsibilities. About the authorities, it would be necessary to
update, ratify and promulgate the law related to the protection of
pets specifically the protection of dogs. In addition to this
actualization, it is unmissable that the law be applied all over the
country. Furthermore, it is relevant to the government to create a
specific department whose functions will be to protect animals, to
educate the population about this; also, the government have to
open some animal shelters which can help lost and abandoned
dogs.
In addition, citizen can contribute to the protection of dogs by
realizing some simple actions which can spread happiness to dogs.
For example, a wise behavior is to having dogs only when they are
sure they can take really care of them. As it is usual to say in the
wedding, people have to be sure that they will be there for the dogs
they want to take, in the good and bad moments, for the best and
for the worse. Moreover, it is really important that people protect
even the dogs that are not yours. For example, when people see
them in the streets, they should not threaten them or kill them
when they are crossing the streets in front of their cars.
Volunteering in some activities devoted to protect and helping
dogs could be an excellent initiative from the community.
In conclusion, the situation of many dogs in Haiti is very
critical. Every day, their life is threatened and every day they
become more vulnerable. It is inadmissible that this problematic
persists. As a part of solution, the Haitian authorities have to take
their responsibilities and assume perfectly their role. In the other
side, the community has to contribute as much as possible to
protect dogs by respecting their rights and by ensuring the
satisfaction of their needs. Remember, dogs are the best friends of
human; they love us, they are always there where and when we
need; give us them back this affection and this protection.
Hopefully, their life will be better and longer than ever.

Expel the natural, it returns quickly
Jisette Letelier
RW52
Today, I want to talk about Jane and Peter families’ story
because this is one that nobody in their family could have
predicted. However, life is a continuous surprise most of the time,
that’s why it is always amazing.
First, let’s begin with Jane’s profile. Since her young age, Jane
suffered from bulimia. Everyone believes that this psychological
issue stems from the death of the first and last dog that she ever
had. Despite all efforts and support of her parents, Jane never
changed. In addition to eating a lot, she is known in her family as a
lazy and disorganized person who always tried to use the short way
for everything that she has to do. That’s why she always ordered
food from restaurants or ate frozen dishes instead of learning how
to cook. When she did not eat junk foods, her favorite menu was
roasted beef or beef barbecue, fried potatoes and pasta salad. Liz,
Jane’s sister, was always worried about the eating style of her sister
and as a drastic resolution, she decided to find her a man who
should have a contradict profile with Jane. So, she decided to take a
look at “vegetarianharmony.com”, which is a dating website for
vegetarians. There, she found Peter!
As a vegetarianharmony.com member, Peter’s profile is far
different to Jane’s. He is a healthy man who always eats more than
five fruits and vegetables a day and has never tasted meat in his
entire life. The point is, he was born in a strict vegetarian family; so
he is very used to not eating meat and junk food. In addition to
being a vegetarian and Christian man, Peter is a very kind,
respectful and organized person. That’s why everyone likes him.
After two weeks of interesting conversations with Peter, Liz
decided to set up a blind date between Peter and her sister. The
result of the first date was not a surprise for anyone who knows
both guys. Peter was shocked and disappointed about Jane’s habits
and said he would never call her back. On the other side, Jane was
angry against her sister and said this date was a big mistake.
However, after sleeping on it, Jane decided to make a little bit of
change in her life and to keep in touch with Peter. In parallel, Peter
thought the same thing while drinking his veggie 8 morning juice;
he said “after all, Jane seemed to be a good person… probably, I
can influence her in a good way…”
Since this day, Peter and Jane became adorably inseparable
and …different. Falling in love to Peter, Jane started introducing
some vegetables in her menu every day and tried to become less
disorganized. Moreover, in order to please Jane, Peter started
eating mussels. Now, he is just used to eating seafood! This is the
love mystery result!
After one year of their relationship, Peter and Jane got
married! They really love each other and want to stay together
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forever. Nevertheless, although Jane has become more organized
and Peter still eats mussels sometimes, there is only one snag in this
lovely couple: Jane cannot get rid of junk and frozen food. On the
other hand, Peter doesn’t want to give up his healthy vegetarian
style. Therefore, because their love is the most important, they
decided not to interfere in their partner’s eating style. That’s why
there are two refrigerators in their house: one for Jane food and
one for Peter food. Freedom for all and the love increases safely!

however, we can also start with verb in our sentences. For
example, we can say “ate Mohammed the apple.” Also, they are
different In the order of the noun and adjectives. In Arabic, we
always use the adjectives after the noun. So when we describe a car
with a red color, in Arabic the sentence will be “This is car red.”
Instead, adjectives are always come before the nouns so when they
describe the same car they are going to us this sentence “This is a
red car.” Furthermore, Unlike English, who use the same word
(you) with the second person of the conversation either if the
second Pearson is a singular or plural, Arabic are very specific in
term of the number of people as a second parson in the
conversation. Arabic has a different word for if the addressee is
only one Pearson, if they are two, or if they are more than two.
These differences make some people feel it’s hard to study another
language but it become easier by practice.
In addition, although English and Arabic both are very
famous, the rank of them is very different in term of their
popularity. One of the most important reasons for this difference is
the reasons of people to study each language. Most countries
whose official language in it is English has a very good Universities
and colleges, so a lot of people are studying English to study in
these countries. By the time people started to study English on
their countries to get more ready to study abroad. After that,
English became the language with rank one in the world because
most governments started to add English as a one of the materials
that you are required to study in your school. As a result, people
become studying English more to communicate with people from
a different Native languages because the English is the language
that usually in common between them. Furthermore, people need
to understand English to use the technology whose official
language became always English. In contrast, Arabic is a religion
language, so the usual reason for people to study Arabic is that they
are interested in Islam so they learn the language to make it easy to
study the religion. Another reason to study English according to
some American people who study Arabic that they are challenge
their selves! They believe that Arabic is really hard language to
study so they are challenge their selves to see if they can do
something hard like this. These two reasons aren’t enough to raise
the rank a lot because it’s not that much common for people to
change their religion or to challenge their selves by studying hard
language
Finally, English and Arabic are different in term of the famous
language test. Testing your current ability of language is very
important, it helps you to know how your language is doing and
know your power points and weakness point in your languages. In
English, there are two famous test. First one names TOEFL; this
test made in the USA and it helps you to know your rank in the
skills reading, writing, listening, and speaking; it is taken by the
computer. The other one names IELTS from United Kingdom.
It’s taken without computer so you are going to write by pen and
speak with real people. It gives you your rank in the skills reading,
writing, listening, speaking and grammar. On the contrary, Arabic

My Favorite Vacation
Moayad Kadi
RW20
The best vacation I ever had was to Egypt eight years ago with
my family. We went by the ship. First, we landed in AL
Gherdakhe and spent three beautiful days. We enjoyed the beach
and a restaurant. Then we went to Cairo where the capital of
Egypt. It was a wonderful city. After we rested, we took a tour in
the City. We next visited the Pyramids. It was the most beautiful I
have ever seen. We loved Egypt because the people there were
nice and fun, and there were a lot of places to spend a good time.
Finally, we traveled to AL Gherdakhhe, and we spent more days
there. After a long journey, we traveled back to SAUDI. Until
now, I wish to go back to EGYPT soon.

From English to Arabic
Mohammed Almatar
RW45
Did you ever study any language different from your official
language? A lot of people decide to study another language for
different reasons. Some of them study it because they want to
communicate with people who don’t speak their native language.
Another people study another language because they want to
challenge themselves by studying hard language. And the other
people, just like me, are studying another language because they are
planning to study in another country whose official language is
different from their languages. I am an Arabic native speaker;
however, I am studying English because I am planning to complete
my education in it. Since I start studying, I knew that I am going to
find a lot of hard problem during my studying trip. English is
different from Arabic in term of the grammar, the popularity, and
the famous exams to test your language.
First, English and Arabic are very different in their grammar.
In English, we always use a specific order to make a sentence
(subject then verb then object). For example, we say “Mohammed
ate the apple.” In contrast, In Arabic, we could use the same order;
8

has no any famous test that you can take it anyway. However, there
are some local test in some countries to test your Arabic language.
For example, in Saudi Arabia we have an exam named Qias or
Qodarat. This exam is not only test Arabic language; however, it
has a lot of question about the language (Arabic). Unfortunately, it
doesn’t test any skill except the grammar. That means that you
can’t know how your pronunciation or your writing skills are doing
by this test.
In summary, Arabic and English has a lot of differences such
as grammar, the popularity, and the famous tests to assess.
Grammar in English has specific order for the sentences such as
start the sentence with noun and use the adjectives before nouns
while Arabic speakers can start their sentences by verb in addition
to start them by nouns and they always use nouns before the
adjectives. Also, the reasons of people to study Arabic is usually
because they want to study the Islamic religion or to challenge their
selves by studying hard language and that’s different from the
reasons for people to study English such as to studying in some
countries whose official language is English or to communicate
with people from different countries by English as a language in
common. Unlike Arabic, English has some famous test to assess
your ability in English according for all the main skills of the
languages. In my opinion, studying any new language is hard in the
beginning; however, when you start to see your development, you
are going to love it and feel it became easier.

Untitled
Norelquis Foung
RW43
As family, friends are important in our life; friends are the
family that we choose. On the other hand, you can choose your
family to be your friends. Thus, I consider my sister my best friend
for many reasons. First of all, my sister is good at giving me advice.
She has known me since the beginning. If I need to talk to
someone, I know that she will be there for me. Another important
quality of my sister is her intelligence. I grew up with her, and in all
my life she has always been teaching me how to be better; she
helped me with my homework when I was a child, she taught me
English, math, and cooking too. Then last, but not least, my sister
is trustworthy. I know that, because when I tell her something, I
can trust that she will not say anything to anyone. If I want to do
something, or if I already did it, she always knows it. All in all, my
sister is my best friend because she is intelligent, trustworthy, and
gives good advice. I cannot imagine my life without her. If you
meet her, you will understand what I mean.

I Help My Sister in the House

Pollution

Asim Attar
RW10

Moutakabir Bakari
RW33

My sister and I do the household chores together. I clean the
coffee table and do the laundry and take out the trash. My sister
cooks and cleans the house. I am tired but happy to take care of
my sister. I also thank my sister for all her hard work. We think it is
important to take care of the house together.

Pollution is a bad thing for the environment and us, and there
are 3 main causes of this phenomenon. The first one is to use
gasoline. It's good for automobiles but very bad for the
environment. It pollutes the air that we breathe. For example, good
when the engine use gasoline because the car is faster, but it makes
one kind of smoke, CO2, which is very bad and causes a lot of
damage. Another type of pollution is smoking. Smoking cigarettes
pollutes also the air and it's not good for the person who smokes
and all of people who are around him. Also, using plastics bags are
not good in cases where when you finish to use it to bury it in a
dump, because when you do that it pollutes the Earth and stops
fertility of the Earth and prevents growing of plants. Finally,
pollution is very bad, because it limits and kills nature, the best
thing we have in the world, and so it is good that UF prohibits
smoking on campus because it's not good for environment or for
us.

The Two Memorable Teachers
Shada Alfagih
RW 43
Everyone had gone to a school to learn, and for sure everyone
had faced some teachers who were bad and some who were great.
I had great experience with two teachers who were considered the
best. The two memorable teachers are great, even though there are
some differences between them. They are the grammar teacher and
the art teacher.
One of the most important differences is in their personality.
The grammar teacher is very kind and talks to everyone she meets.
She doesn't sit in her office after finishing her classes, she likes to
walk around and talk to people. On the other hand, the art teacher
is very serious and doesn’t like to communicate. She likes to be
9

alone all the time, doing her work, making projects, or preparing
for the class.
They are also different in the availability. Although the
grammar teacher is very kind, she is not available by the end of
school. She likes to help people, but she also likes to give
everything a specific time; for example, time for school, or her job,
when she has to do everything related to school, and time for her
house and family. However, the art teacher is available any time. If
a student has a problem doing something, she could ask her to help
in her office, after school, or during the weekend.
The last aspect in which they differ in is their teaching
methods. The grammar teacher uses traditional methods. Even
though the school has modern technology, she prefers to teach by
the traditional way. She thinks that the modern methods are not
useful and they are for children. However, the art teacher likes to
use modern teaching methods. She prepares for the class with
something new because she thinks that will refresh the class and
make students understand better.
To conclude, both of the two teachers are perfect. They are
both valuable resources for the school, even if there are differences
between them. The grammar teacher is lovely for her personality of
being sociable, whereas the art teacher is most popular and known
for her effective teaching methods which fit with the current
generation. In my opinion, both of them are remarkable, and they
are both still memorable with the differences between them. They
made me great with my studying skills, and I'll remember them all
of my life.

Because of affordability, online classes are becoming more and
more popular.
Time is most precious in our life. Traditional classes take up
more time, while online classes take up less. You have less
flexibility in controlling your attendance in traditional classes.
Nevertheless, you can do that with online classes. With traditional
classes, we lose more time in transportation, whereas with online
classes, we save our time by staying home to take the class. In
Traditional classes, we must attend our classes at specific times, but
we can attend our online classes at any time. This flexibility in time
allows working people who are studying at the same time a better
chance to finish their studies.
The quality of teaching and learning is very important for a
student to be successful in the future. Traditional classes are, in my
opinion, more effective than online classes. Students get many
skills in traditional classes such as discussion, presentation and
other activities. In traditional classes, students get knowledge from
the teacher’s experience, which may not be included in the classes’
lectures. Through personal contacts, a student can learn these
valuable experiences of the teachers, but they may not have the
same opportunity to do so in online classes.
Generally, study is expensive, and poor people cannot pay
school fees. Every person studies as he wants, and that depends on
the conditions of life. Some people choose online classes because
they do not have time to go to school. They use the time to both
work and study. Online classes are lower in quality than traditional
classes. So, each of them has both advantages and disadvantages,
but I prefer traditional classes because they give me the
opportunity to learn more skills.

The Difference Between Online and
Traditional Classes

The Causes of Bad Health

Abdulmajjid Alrashidy
RW 40

Naif Aldakhil
RW41

What is the difference between online and traditional classes?
There were no online classes many years ago when only traditional
classes were available. In 1873, correspondence study began (the
universities send the lecture by mail to the students); after that in
1970, some universities used other ways to teach such as TV, radio
and video. On the other hand, online classes have been popular
since 1980. While both are now widely available, they are different
in a lot of things. These important differences are in cost, time and
quality.
Money is very important to people who need to study. Poor
people cannot study because studying requires a lot of money.
Recently, the people who have limited income can study through
online classes. Traditional classes require a lot of things that help
you to study, such as lodging, school tools and transportation and
all these cost money. However, online classes only require tuition
fees. Also, online fees are usually cheaper than traditional classes.

Health is the state of being free from illness or injury. It is
related to happiness, long life, and a good body. Health is necessity
for all the living things. No one can live a long time without being
healthy; however, there are main issues that cause bad health
around the world.
The first issue that causes bad health is the environmental
issues. One of them is air pollution; it increases the possibility of
people getting asthma and that causes bad health. For example, in
China, the large number of factories emit smokes that hurt the
human body. Another issue is nuclear weapons causing bad health.
For example, in the well-known case in history, Hiroshima, the
people living there still have many diseases as a result of the nuclear
bombing.
The second issue that contributes to bad heath is bad habits.
Nowadays, eating fast food is one of the most common bad habit.
Many studies have proved that eating fast food causes bad heath.
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Also, a second bad habit is video games. It causes addiction in a
child or teenager and they would sit for many hours. It is not a
secret that playing video games for many hours can damage one’s
eye sight.
Last but least, Poverty can cause bad health. Poverty can cause
bad health in many ways. First, because the people cannot afford
the medicine, having this huge issue in any place can increase the
incidents of diseases. Second, due to poverty, people eat bad food
and that leads to bad health. As a result, poor countries are always
plagued by disease and health issues.
To sum up, bad health comes from certain causes:
environmental issues, bad habits, and poverty. In my opinion,
focusing on solving these main issues can lead us to a better future.
All of these problems came from the human decisions, so by the
human decisions we can prevent them.

semester. That means, we have only chance to begin classes, and
here you can begin class at any semester you want. Also, in
Gainesville each semester is shared in two parts B and C;
something that does not exist in my home. In the same way, you
cannot drop your classes in my home, but here it is possible. Not
only these, the differences come from the teaching and evaluation.
In my home, the teaching before coming in Gainesville, I thought
it is one of the best in the world. Once here, I do not think so. In
Gainesville, it seems like you learn while having fun. Thus, the
notes of teaches are always positive. These are the opposite of my
home, of course they give suggestion, but you cannot have fun.
You must concentrate and be strict in your classes. Concerning the
evaluation, we have some differences also. In my home, it is
difficult to see a teacher giving homework. If that happened, it
means that the last exam many students failed. That kind of
homework, some students call it ‘’ God gift’’. Then, in Gainesville,
teachers like giving homework, which I think is better. Also, before
each of the exams, we do some review even if we did some in class.
Also, teachers smile always, whereas, in my country, during the
exam the teachers do not laugh. In conclusion, the education
system in Gainesville instead to say Florida State or all U.S, is better
what I experienced before.

My Favorite City
Wael Dugdugi
Jazan is my favourite city. Jazan is my home town and my
best place in my life. It is a wonderful city where located in the
south west Saudi Arabia. It has many views in natural location as
higher mountains are around the city (clean water). Also, there are
often rare trees in the mountains; so many people come on
weekends or in the summer as their vacation. In addition, it is an
academic and culture city. There is one of biggest universities in
my city although it is a small city. Also, it was settled one of older
civilization in Jazan such as stone ages and middle ages. There are
a lot of antiquities in the museums until today. Also, it is a
beautiful and quite city. There are some activities could be enjoying
like cursers, fishing, and barbeque. It has a quiet atmosphere.
When you are in this city, you will be comfortable without any
noise and crowded. In fact, it is a lovely city, so it is an important
city in my country. Therefore, Jazan city is my the best place in my
life.

Study Abroad
Mohammed Alhindi
RW 45
Imagine the impact of studying abroad is that what I am about
to write about it. When I was a kid, I had a big dream just like any
kid’s dream to be a doctor or a pilot. This dream became bigger.
The dream is full of difficulties and challenges to achieve. I saw the
dream every moment in my life as fact. My parent and siblings
encourage me to achieve that dream. When I started high school,
my father told me that if I wanted to study in another country, you
had to work as much as I could because I was going to make a
major decision in my life. For that reason, I studied so harder to
achieve my biggest dream. In 2013, I graduated from the
University of Alqssim. After that, I had to make the strongest
decision. I decided to study abroad for several reasons.

Education System

The first reason is to achieve my dream. Everyone has a
dream in their life. They have to fight for their dream to come true.
My dream is to get a higher in accounting from the US. For that
reason, I study as much as I can to achieve my dream. Every
member of my family encouraged me to study abroad.
Consequently, I came to US to study in the best University as soon
as possible. At present, I have been studying English since May
2014 because I want to get high grade in Ielts exam. In the other
hand, I decided to get higher Education in accounting from the US
for several reasons. Firstly, the 20 best world universities are
located in America. Secondly, there are so many education options

Yaye Hamidou Badjo
RW33
Education is a wonderful way to fight ignorance. Also, it is
different from one country to another. The education system of
my home, which is situated in Western Africa, has more
differences with the system here in Gainesville, despite having a
few similarities. The similarity is that the both have a break at the
last weeks of December, and March. However in my country, the
academic year is counted by whole year, while here people think by
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in US. Finally, getting a higher education in accounting from the
US is going to create several chances to get the best job in Saudi
Arabia. The first step of my dream is getting 6.5 in Ielts exam. The
second step gets admission the best university in US.

life which is a degree getting a higher degree, meeting awesome
friends, and broadening my knowledge. I strongly suggest that
most student study in another country such as the US. Studying
abroad is going to lead them to travel around the world and make
new friends. Moreover, studying abroad is going to cause their
minds to be open mind, which is going to lead them to have
wonderful experiences about culture and religion. Furthermore,
when students return to their countries, they are going to develop
their own country by the creative ideas that brought back.

The second reason is to learn a new language. If you want to
be successful in your life, you should learn a new language. First of
all, I am studying a new language, due to my need to communicate
with other people from around the world. For example, when I
met my roommate that is from Japan for the first time, it was hard
to communicate with him. As present, I speak English very well.
As result. It easier to communicate with people from another
country. This is the most interesting experience I have had through
my live. Most people enjoy communicating with people from
another countries and make friends from around the world. First
of all, I am learning the universal language English. Due to my
need to get the best job in Saudi Arabia. For instance, most
companies ask workers who speaks English very well. For that
reason, speaking English is going to create opportunities to get job
and open a lot of door. Furthermore, it is going to help me if I
travel around the world.
The third reason is to learn a new culture. When you study in
another country such as the US, you are going to meet plenty of
people from several countries. For example, I learned that Thanks
Giving is the most amazing holiday in US. Most American people
celebrate this holiday to thank God for the food that God gives us.
Furthermore, I learned the most significant aspect from various
country which is the greeting. For example, ln Europe people
touch each other when meeting if the person is a friend or a
member of the family and often give a quick kiss or hug. In
Japanese and Korean cultures, they put their hand together and
bow their face. In the United States, they smile and say hi to each
other; sometimes they do shake hand.
Last but not least, the most important reason is personal
development. Studying is going to give me ability to change myself
to the best. Studying abroad improves several skills in my life. For
example, I left my family two years ago and l arrived in another
country to get a chance to become someone else. First of all,
studying abroad has improved my style of study. For example,
when I was in Saudi Arabia, I did not have schedule to study,
which had huge impact in my life. I did not organize my time. At
present, I study so much harder to achieve my dream. I organize
my time to study more and more. The most important skill that has
been improving is reading. By reading a lot, I can achieve whatever
I want. Reading a lot makes my brain stronger. Moreover, it creates
opportunity and open door to achieve whatever I dream about it.
Reading move the brain from darkness to lightness. For instance, I
go to the Library West every day and I read different topics that
increase my knowledge and improve my experience.
As you can see, I decided to study abroad for several reasons:
to learn a new language, to achieve my dream, to learn new culture,
and develop personally. Studying abroad had a huge impact on my

The Conquest of a New Language, A Trip
Over the World – An Excerpt
Espoir Exauce Ndandou
AIE
Since I was a child, I was always motivated by the perception
that a trip upon the world would make me change positively, not
necessarily because I am bad and cannot live peacefully without
this change, rather, because I am truly convinced that everyone
needs to know himself and to know others. In the same way, it is
essential to let others know you. The reason why I think that this is
fundamental is that oneself does not totally know itself.
Furthermore, as we may realize it, the feeling that oneself knows
better itself is indeed a blind ignorance of oneself, because beyond
our convictions, our real face is always given to the view of others
who are well placed to tell us who we are, and through them, just
like a mirror, we see ourselves. We need that reflect of ourselves
through others. By trip upon the world, I do not mean that
everybody should travel all over the world to know himself or
herself, but instead, what should be substantially keep in my mind
is the fact that this knowledge of oneself needs us to move, to get
into a new place, a new environment which fits properly with your
need to discover more that you already know. As such, being with
new people who are likely to be a great part of your learning and
who can influence your life, is an efficient way to get into another
place and to bring the change expected, even abstractly, as long as
those people make your environment changed positively, your
mind moves up and opens itself. This is being at a point where
nothing does not remain stable, everything evolves because your
goals are vigorously pushing you to other stations and you are
already disposed to a change. I personally wanted to renew my
environment by meeting people from other languages; staying
closely confined in myself would not have helped me to reach that
goal. Therefore, this trip which only means getting outside of
yourself and discover others, can be abstract if you find those
people in your original area and learn from them, or concrete if
opportunities lead you to make a real trip over the world. Let’s
look a little back to what was my starting point. As I previously
stated, I have always had a motivation in discovering the world and
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others, and for me, learning a new language was the first step to
complete. At first glance, this is a cultural quest in which I
committed myself. My choice was seemingly embarrassing due to
the multiplicity of languages between which it had to be made.
Likely, my envy of diversity was unimaginably high that I could not
wait yet more, but reasonably, I could not either obtain everything
at the same time; then, I decided to learn English first. Following
the rhythm of globalization, it can be clearly seen how fast some
languages are growing and covering predominantly many
geographic areas in the world. For instance, English is one these
languages whose progress is spectacularly thrilling and influencing;
it is also deemed to be the first language spoken internationally. All
these details have influenced my choice of English. Once my
choice was made, my mind could enjoy to be released of the
burden of an embarrassing choice, and I could then get on my way
toward multiculturalism and knowledge of myself. However, the
looking of opportunities to travel was another issue. Far from
considering that my original area could not provide me the training
that I wanted to receive, my position was to believe that the change
I was looking for would not be as effective as if it was made far
from my common area, habits and people who I used to share my
daily share with. Before getting outside of the country, even during
the time I was impatiently waiting for any opportunity to reach my
destination, I was still feeling myself to be in a dilemma, regarding
the fact that I owe the greatest part of my life to where I am from,
that is where everything got started and I do have to recognize it.
Although it was a hard decision, I had to make it and I know above
all that no goal, no ambition can make me forget the memory of
my past, yet less, the love that I solidly bear for my family, my
country and people who have always been nicely living with me,
because this is what my whole life is made of. For the reason
aforementioned, I had to conciliate both my love for my original
area and the necessity to leave it for another destination in favor of
my ambition. Honestly, when I lastly got an opportunity to go, I
could peacefully leave my family and everything back home, my
head up and my regard perpetually turned towards new horizons.
The first step was bravely completed because I had to live far away
from the dearest people that I have in my life. As a matter of fact,
this is a sad event, even when you try to think that your conscience
have already been prepared to it, emotions and all souvenirs of
your time over there, usually overweight upon your courage to
afford your destiny, but this also the time when everything gets
into your hands and you just have to be strong and keep going.

Bolivia And Its Change
Bruno Boehme Duran
RW 45
Did you know that bolivia now is a communist country? if you
don't know, ill explain you. Bolivia now is a communist country
like many others countries in South america, and this for many
people its really good, but for the people that have a big industries
and the people that want the progress of the country and think in
it, it's totally terrible, because we know that the countries of have
communist governments, start with liying like the revolution, the
end of the external industries and the equality for all the people,
but we know the reality of the things, that in the final the country it
will be down in every way.In 2006 happened this big change in
bolivia, the people decided elect Evo Morales and his communist
party to govern this country, Bolivia before this change was a
democracy country. Now Bolivia change with this new communist
government in many ways like the economy, education and the
rules that support the human rights. The majority of this changes
are really really bad, but some of these are not bad.
First of all, before Bolivia became communist country, it had
a really different economy than now. One of the most important
problems about the economy is the new law about the export and
import. this law prohibit the export of the product made, grown,
and raised in Bolivia. For example, in 2004 Bolivia exported
400.000 tons of soy and that produced a gain of 1666 millions of
dollars, but in 2006 with the new laws and new restrictions, Bolivia
exported only 100.000 tons and lost the 68 percent of gains. Other
important problem was the nacionalizacion of the transnational
companies and industries. For example, in 2003 Bolivia was one of
the biggest producers of gas in South America. We had business
with Brazil, Argentina and Chile, but when this new government
took control of Petrobras(Petrobras is a petrol and gas industry
from Brazil) we lost the business that we had with Argentina and
Chile. Another problem about the economy was the reduction of
land to cattle ranchers. For example, in 2004 the cattle ranchers
could have the amount of land they were purchased and they can
provided employment for a large percentage of people, but in 2009
decided reduce the amount of land, and this produced a lot of
unemployment in the rural part of the country. This change of our
economy did the lost of the 32 percent of our annual production.
Another difference is that Bolivia before this big change had a
completely different kind of education than now. the first problem
about the education was the change of international education
policy for a new national education regime. For example, before
this change Bolivia had an education directed by the educational
programs from the IES( International Education System), and we
had a really good grades in general, but now with this new
programs of education called “Avelino Siñani-Elizardo Perez”
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many of our students are leaving school for the educational
problems that this new program produce. Other serious problem is
the financial funds that bolivia allocated for education before the
change and after it. For example, before the change of government
Bolivia allocated 15 percent of the national financial funds in
education, but now Bolivia only allocate 9 percent of the national
financial funds in education. we know that before this change
Bolivia had better infrastructure in schools and better quality
education than now. The last problem about the education in
bolivia, Is the change of the second language in the public schools.
For example, Bolivia before of this new communist government,
had a program that teach english for second language in public
school, but when this new government was elected, it decided to
change this program for a new program that teach native language.
Before this drastic changes in our education, Bolivia were one of
the countries that were in the top 5 of the countries that have the
best education in South America, but now we are the one of the
worst in education of South America.
The last difference produced for the change of governments
was the changes of the international relation that bolivia had.
Bolivia when had a democracy government, it had petrol and gas
business with powerful countries in South America like Brazil and
Argentina, but now with this new government one of first changes
was break relation and business about petrol with the countries in
all the South America (except Venezuela). For example, in 2004
Bolivia did business for 14.192,23 barrels of petrol, but in 2012
with this news business with venezuela, bolivia only could business
for 9.881.08 barrels, with this new kind of business, bolivia lost 38
percent of its production. Other important changes that was good
for the country, was made new relations with global organization
that support developing countries. For example, Bolivia before this
government don't have internacional relation with organizations

that support developing countries, but now bolivia have new
relations with organizations like IDA(International Development
Association),IDB (Interamerican Development Bank), and
UNIDO (United Nations for Industrial Development). One of the
last change about the international relation, was the new relations
with one organization called “Cumbre G77” that work helping the
relations between countries. For example, when Bolivia was a
democracy country the couldn't participate in this organization
before. This news relation was in some ways good and in some
ways really bad for Bolivia.
To sum up, compared the economy of Bolivia before the
change of government, the economy was better than now, for the
supported of the Agriculture and Agronomy. Also Bolivia lost
many of its incomes in the lost of the transnational industries. In
the education, ,many people say that Bolivia now is worse than the
last years for the changes of its method of education, and about
international relations, Bolivia now in some ways it be good and in
some ways it be really bad for lost the relations with the powerful
countries.In my opinion, Bolivia now is living one of the worst
government that it could have in all its history.

Thanks from the Editor
Thank you for sharing your writing with everyone. I hope you enjoy reading
your fellow students' writing. Also thanks to Megan Forbes and the University
of Florida Bookstore for arranging the gift certificates, to the Reading/Writing
and Advanced Information Writing instructors for supporting their students in
their writing, and Thomas Dolce, Grazyna Drzazga, Debbie Kellermann, Maya
Shastri, and Jen Ramos for reading and evaluating the entries.
Thanks everyone!
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